Abstract. In this paper, under some natural condition, a complete classification of compatible left-symmetric conformal algebraic structures on the Lie conformal algebra W(a, b) is presented. Moreover, applying this result, we obtain a class of compatible left-symmetric algebraic structures on the coefficient algebra of W(a, b).
Introduction
Left-symmetric algebras are a class of Lie-admissible algebras whose commutators are Lie algebras. They originated from the study of convex homogeneous cones [24] , affine manifolds and affine structures on Lie groups [19] , deformation of associative algebras [11] and so on. Novikov algebras are left-symmetric algebras whose right multiplications are commutative. It was essentially stated in [10] that they correspond to certain Hamiltonian operators. Such algebraic structures also appeared in [3] from the point of view of Poisson structures of hydrodynamic type. A survey about left-symmetric algebras was given in [4] , which showed that they play an important role in many fields in mathematics and mathematical physics such as vector fields, rooted tree algebras, words in two letters, operad theory, vertex algebras, deformation complexes of algebras, affine manifolds, convex homogeneous cones, left-invariant affine structures on Lie groups (see [4] and the references therein). An important problem in the study of left-symmetric algebras is to determine all compatible left-symmetric algebraic structures on a Lie algebra. It is known that when the character of the field is 0, all finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebras have no compatible left-symmetric algebraic structures. Moreover, there are a lot of results in the study of infinite-dimensional cases. For example, compatible left-symmetric algebraic structures on Witt algebra and Virasoro algebra were studied in [5, 18, 15, 16, 22, 23, 20, 26] and so on. In particular, a complete classification of graded compatible left-symmetric algebraic structures on Witt algebra and Virasoro algebra was given in [18] . The case of super-Virasoro algebra can refer to [17] . Moreover, some similar classifications of compatible left-symmetric algebraic structures on the twisted Heisenberg-Virasoro algebra and W -algebra W (2, 2) were given in [7, 8] . It should be pointed out that these researches heavily depend on the result of a classification of compatible graded left-symmetric algebraic structures on Witt algebra in [18] .
In fact, these infinite-dimensional Lie algebras mentioned above are all formal distribution Lie algebras (see [14] ). Moreover, a formal distribution Lie algebra can be seen as a Lie conformal algebra (see [14] ). The notion of Lie conformal algebras, introduced by V. Kac, gives an axiomatic description of the operator product expansion (or rather its Fourier transform) of chiral fields in conformal field theory. It is a wonderful tool to study vertex algebras (see [14] ). Moreover, Lie conformal algebras have many applications in the theory of infinite-dimensional Lie algebras satisfying the locality property in [13] and Hamiltonian formalism in the theory of nonlinear evolution equations (see [1] ). The structure theory (see [9] ), cohomology theory (see [2] ) and representation theory (see [6] ) of finite Lie conformal algebras have been well developed. It is known that the category of Lie conformal algebras is almost equivalent to the category of formal distribution Lie algebras (see [14] ). Witt algebra, Virasoro algebra, twisted HeisenbergVirasoro algebra, and W (2, 2) can be regarded as coefficient algebras of the corresponding Lie conformal algebras. In addition, to investigate whether there exist compatible left-symmetric algebraic structures on formal distribution Lie algebras, a definition of left-symmetric conformal algebras was introduced in [12] , which can be used to construct vertex algebras. It was also shown that the commutator of a left-symmetric conformal algebra in the conformal sense is a Lie conformal algebra, and if a Lie conformal algebra has a compatible left-symmetric conformal algebraic structure, its coefficient algebra has the corresponding compatible left-symmetric algebraic structure. Motivated by the study on compatible left-symmetric algebraic structures on infinite-dimensional Lie algebras, a natural idea is to study compatible left-symmetric conformal algebraic structures on some Lie conformal algebras corresponding to some important infinitedimensional Lie algebras. Because we can obtain some new compatible left-symmetric algebraic structures on the corresponding Lie algebras, this study is meaningful. Since the Lie conformal algebras corresponding to the twisted Heisenberg-Virasoro algebra and W (2, 2) without central extensions are of rank 2, our studying object in this paper is a class of more generalized Lie conformal algebras W(a, b) of rank 2. W(1, 0) is just the Heisenberg-Virasoro Lie conformal algebra. Its structure, representation and cohomology were studied in [21, 25, 27] . W(2, 0) is just the W (2, 2) Lie conformal algebra. The study of its structure and representation can refer to [28, 25] . In this paper, our aim is to study compatible left-symmetric conformal algebraic struc-
According to that in the study of compatible left-symmetric algebraic structures on the twisted Heisenberg-Virasoro algebra and W (2, 2), [7, 8] assumed that ⊕ +∞ i=−∞ CL i is a graded left-symmetric algebra, in this paper, we also assume that C[∂]L is a left-symmetric conformal algebra in W(a, b). Under this condition, we present a complete classification of compatible left-symmetric conformal algebraic structures on W(a, b). Moreover, applying the obtained result, we can get some compatible left-symmetric algebraic structures on the coefficient algebra of W(a, b). It should be pointed out that it is hard to give a complete classification of left-symmetric conformal algebras of rank 2 which are free as C[∂]-modules.
Throughout this paper, denote by C the field of complex numbers; N the set of natural numbers, i.e. N = {0, 1, 2, · · · }; Z the set of integer numbers. Moreover, if A is a vector space, then the space of polynomials of λ with coefficients in A is denoted by A[λ].
Preliminaries
In this section, we will introduce the definitions and some relevant results about left-symmetric conformal algebras and Lie conformal algebras. These facts can refer to [14] and [12] .
A Lie conformal algebra R is a conformal algebra with a C-bilinear map [ (Jacobi identity) for a, b, c ∈ R.
A left-symmetric conformal algebra R is a conformal algebra with a C-bilinear map
for a, b, c ∈ R.
Here,
, where a (n) b is called the n-th product of a and b. The notions of a homomorphism, ideal and subalgebra of a conformal algebra are defined as usual. A conformal algebra is called finite, if it is finitely generated as a C[∂]-module. The rank of a conformal algebra is its rank as a C[∂]-module.
By Definition 2.1, we can easily obtain
is a left-symmetric conformal algebra. Then the following λ-bracket
can define a Lie conformal algebra g(A).
Remark 2.3. In the above proposition, g(A) is called the sub-adjacent Lie conformal algebra of A and A is also called a compatible left-symmetric conformal algebraic structure on the Lie conformal algebra g(A).
Assume that R is a (Lie or left-symmetric) conformal algebra. Let Coeff(R) be the quotient of the vector space with basis a n (a ∈ R, n ∈ Z) by the subspace spanned over C by elements:
We can define the following operation on Coeff(R):
Then Coeff(R) is a (Lie or left-symmetric) algebra (see [14] 
Any compatible left-symmetric conformal algebra over V ir is of the following form (see Theorem 3.2 in [12] ):
where c ∈ C.
By the definition of a coefficient algebra, Coeff(V ir) is isomorphic to Witt algebra. Moreover, by Proposition 2.4, there are the following compatible left-symmetric algebraic structures on Witt algebra:
The detailed explanation can be referred to Remark 3.3 in [12] .
In this paper, we will focus on a class of Lie conformal algebras of rank 2.
According to the definition of a coefficient algebra,
through the isomorphism ϕ(L i ) = L i+1 and ϕ(W i ) = W i+1 for all i ∈ Z. Therefore, in the sequel, we always take Coeff(W(a, b)) as a Lie algebra with the Lie brackets given by (5) and (6).
Remark 2.7. It should be pointed out that Coeff(W(1, 0)) is isomorphic to the twisted HeisenbergVirasoro Lie algebra without central extensions and Coeff(W(2, 0)) is just the W (2, 2) without central extensions.
3.
Compatible left-symmetric conformal algebraic structures on W(a, b)
In this section, we plan to give a classification of compatible left-symmetric conformal algebraic structures on W(a, b). Since there was an assumption that +∞ i=−∞ CL i is a left-symmetric subalgebra in [17, 7, 8] , in this paper, we also assume that C[∂]L is a left-symmetric conformal subalgebra in W(a, b).
Therefore, by the hypothesis above, we can assume
where
and by Example 2.5, we get f (λ, ∂) = ∂ + λ + c, where c ∈ C. By the identity of left-symmetric conformal algebras and the compatible condition, the algebra defined by (7)- (10) is a compatible left-symmetric conformal algebra on W(a, b) if and only if the following identities hold:
[
Substituting (7)-(10) into these identities, the algebra defined by (7)- (10) is a compatible leftsymmetric conformal algebra on W(a, b) if and only if
satisfy the following equations
Lemma 3.1. For g 2 (λ, ∂) and h 2 (λ, ∂), there are the following three cases:
Proof. First, let us determine g 2 (λ, ∂). By comparing the degree of λ in (21), we can obtain that the degree of ∂ in g 2 (λ, ∂) is smaller than 2. Therefore, assume that
. Taking it into (21), one can get
So, we have
It is obvious that the degree of g 22 (λ) is smaller than 2. Therefore we can assume g 22 (λ) = f +eλ, where e, f ∈ C. Then (33) naturally holds. By the above discussion, we can get that
By comparing the degree of ∂ in the above equality, one can know that this case does not hold. Therefore, we have g 2 (λ,
By comparing the coefficients of λ∂ in (34), we obtain (e − a + 1)(a − e) = 0. Therefore, e = a or e = a − 1. When e = a, by (34), one can have f = b or f = b + c; when e = a − 1, it can be directly obtained from (34) that f = b + c. Therefore, we get this lemma.
Next, we only need to discuss the three cases in Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.2. In Case (A) in Lemma 3.1, we can get the following cases:
, where
. By comparing the degree of λ in the above equality, one can know that the degree of (28) . Substituting it into (18), one can have
Consequently, when a = 1 or b = 0, h 1 (λ) = 0, i.e. h 1 (λ, ∂) = g 1 (λ, ∂) = 0; when a = 1 and
On the other hand, similarly, by (27) , we can assume that
Then by (23), we can get ((a − 1)λ + b)k 2 = 0. As a result, when a = 1 or b = 0, k 2 = 0, i.e. k 2 (λ, ∂) = 0; when a = 1 and b = 0, k 2 (λ, ∂) = k 2 . By (22) and (26), one can get
Then we discuss (36) and (37) in three subcases. Subcase a1:
Setting λ = 0 in (38), one can obtain (c − 2b)k 1 (µ, ∂) = 0. Therefore, when c = 2b, k 1 (µ, ∂) = 0. When c = 2b, setting ∂ = 0 in (38), we can get
Taking it into (38), we have
If a = 1, (39) can be simplified into
, where e 0 , e 1 ∈ C. Since ∂ + 2b can divide 2e 0 b + 2be 1 λ + (be 1 + e 0 )∂, we have b = 0 or e 1 = 0. In both two cases, we all have
, where e m = 0. If m ≥ 2, by comparing the coefficients of λ m+1 ∂ and λ 2 ∂ m in (39), we obtain
By (40), a = 1 + m 2 . Putting it into (41), we get m = −2. It contradicts to m ≥ 2. So, m ≤ 1. Then we can set k 1 (λ) = e 0 + e 1 λ, where e 0 , e 1 ∈ C. According to k 1 (λ) = k 1 (−λ), one can have e 1 = 0. Therefore, we get
. Taking it into (38), one can get 2(a − 1)(2a − 1)e 0 λ = 0. Since a = 1, (2a − 1)e 0 = 0, i.e. k 1 (λ, ∂) = 0. Therefore, according to the above discussion, in this case, we have Case (A1) and Case (A2) in this lemma. It can be verified that in both two cases, (18)- (31) hold.
Subcase a2: h 1 = 0, k 2 = 0, i.e. h 1 (λ, ∂) = 0 and k 2 (λ, ∂) = k 2 = 0. By the above discussion, in this case, a = 1 and b = 0. By (37),
. Substituting it into (36), one can obtain (∂ + λ)k 1 (∂) = (∂ + λ + c)k 1 (λ + ∂). Consequently, when c = 0, k 1 (λ, ∂) = k 1 (∂) = 0; when c = 0, k 1 (λ, ∂) = k 1 . Therefore, according to the above discussion, in this case, we have Case (A3) and Case (A4). It can be verified that in both two cases, (18)-(31) hold.
Subcase a3: h 1 = 0. In this case, a = 1, b = 0. According to (37), we get ∂) ). Taking µ = 0 in the above equality and setting
It can be obtained from (42) that when
. When k 2 = h 1 , by (36) and according to the computation in Subcase a1, we get k 1 (λ, ∂) = k 1 . Taking it into (36), we have ck 1 = 0. Therefore, when c = 0, k 1 (λ, ∂) = 0; when c = 0, k 1 (λ, ∂) = k 1 . Therefore, according to the above discussion, in this case, we have Case (A5) and Case (A6). It can be verified that in both two cases, (18)-(31) hold.
This proof is completed. Lemma 3.3. In Case (B) in Lemma 3.1, when b = 0, we have the following results:
Proof. In Case (B), g 2 (λ, ∂) = ∂ + aλ + b + c and h 2 (λ, ∂) = c, where c = 0. According to (28) , (18) becomes
Setting λ = 0 in (43), we can obtain
. Taking it into (43), one can obtain 
By comparing the degree of λ in (45), we can obtain that the degree of ∂ in k 2 (∂) is 0. Consequently, assume that k 2 (∂) = e 0 , where e 0 ∈ C. By (45), we have
Taking it into (22), one can obtain
By (46), the degree of ∂ in k 1 (∂) is 0. Therefore, set k 1 (∂) = e 1 , where e 1 ∈ C. Taking it into (46), we can get
b . Consequently, we have Case (B2). It can be verified that in this case, (18)-(31) hold.
The proof is completed.
Lemma 3.4. In Case (B) in Lemma 3.1, when b = 0, we have the following results:
Proof. When b = 0, setting ∂ = 0 in (43), we can get
Thus, λ + c can divide
. Therefore, we get
Taking (48) into (43), one can obtain
By (28) and (48),
Substituting it into (20), we can get 2 + 1) = 0. It contradicts to m ≥ 3. Therefore, by the above discussion, when a = 2, we can assume that h(λ) = h 0 + h 1 λ + h 2 λ 2 + h 3 λ 3 , where h 3 = 0 and for the general a, we can assume h(λ) = h 0 + h 1 λ + h 2 λ 2 , where if h 2 = 0, a = 1 or a = 3. Then we discuss the following cases.
Subcase b3: when b = 0 and a = 2, h(λ) = h 0 +h 1 λ+h 2 λ 2 +h 3 λ 3 , where h 3 = 0. Substituting it into (49) and by comparing the coefficients of ∂λ 4 , we can get h 3 = 0. It contradicts to h 3 = 0. Therefore, this case does not hold.
Subcase b4: when b = 0 and a = 1, h(λ) = h 0 + h 1 λ + h 2 λ 2 , where h 2 = 0. Taking it into (49), we can get
Therefore, h 2 = 0. It contradicts to h 2 = 0. Thus, this case does not hold. Subcase b5: when b = 0 and a = 3, h(λ) = h 0 + h 1 λ + h 2 λ 2 , where h 2 = 0. Taking it into (49) and by comparing the coefficients of λ∂ 2 , λ∂ and ∂, we can obtain h 1 = 3ch 2 and h 0 = 0, i.e. h(λ) = 3ch 2 λ + h 2 λ 2 . Substituting it into (48), one can get h 1 (λ, ∂) = (2∂ 2 + 3c∂ + 3cλ + 3∂λ + λ 2 )h 2 . Therefore, by (28), we have g 1 (λ, ∂) = (λ 2 − 3cλ − λ∂)h 2 . Then it is easy to check that (20) holds. Since c = 0, by comparing the degree of µ in (25), we can obtain that the degree of λ in k 2 (λ, ∂) is smaller than 3. In addition, by comparing the degree of λ in (23), it can be directly obtained that the degree of ∂ in k 2 (λ, ∂) is smaller than 3. Therefore, we can assume that
Plugging it into (25), one can get
Putting it into (23) and comparing the coefficients of λ 3 and ∂λ 2 , we can get
Therefore, h 2 = f 2 = 0. It contradicts to h 2 = 0. Thus, this case does not hold. Subcase b6: when b = 0, h(λ) = h 0 + h 1 λ. Taking it into (49) and comparing the coefficients of all terms, we get
Therefore, in this case, we only need to consider the following cases: a = 1, h 1 = 0; a = 2, h 1 = 0; h 1 = 0. When a = 1 and h 1 = 0, by (60), we can get
. Since ∂ + c does not divide ch 1 ∂ + ch 1 λ, this case does not hold. When a = 2 and h 1 = 0, by (59), we can obtain h 0 = 0. Taking h(λ) = h 1 λ into (48), we get h 1 (λ, ∂) = (λ + ∂)h 1 . According to (28) , one can have g 1 (λ, ∂) = −h 1 λ. Then (20) holds. Since c = 0, by (25) , it is shown that the degree of λ in k 2 (λ, ∂) is 0. Moreover, by comparing the degree of λ in (23), we can get that the degrees of λ and ∂ are the same. Therefore, we can assume that k 2 (λ, ∂) = k 2 , where k 2 ∈ C. Taking it into (23), one can obtain k 2 = h 1 c. Consequently, k 2 (λ, ∂) = h 1 c. In addition, it can be obtained from (24) that
Setting µ = 0 in (61), one can get
. Taking it into (22), we obtain
By comparing the coefficients of λ, one can set p(∂) = e 0 + e 1 ∂ + e 2 ∂ 2 , where e 0 , e 1 and e 2 ∈ C.
Plugging it into (62) and according to the coefficients of λ 3 and λ 2 ∂, we get that e 2 = − 
Consequently, when a = 1, k 2 (λ, ∂) = k 2 , where k 2 ∈ C, or when a = 1, k 2 (λ, ∂) = 0. By comparing the degree of λ in (24), we get that the degree of λ in k 1 (λ, ∂) is 0. Therefore, set
. Plugging it into (22), we get
Therefore, when a = 1, k 1 (λ, ∂) = k 1 , where k 1 ∈ C, or when a = 1, k 1 (λ, ∂) = 0. Therefore, we get Case (B3) and Case (B4). It is easy to check that in both two cases, (18)- (31) hold. The proof is finished.
Lemma 3.5. In Case (C) in Lemma 3.1, when b = 0, we have the following result:
becomes
Setting λ = 0 in (65), one can obtain
Since b = 0, according to (66), we can assume that
. Plugging it into (65), we can get
By ( Subcase c1: when b = 0 and a = 1 or c = b, h 1 (µ, ∂) = 0. Hence, g 1 (λ, ∂) = 0. By comparing the degree of λ in (24) , one can get that the degree of λ in k 1 (λ, ∂) is 0. Consequently, we assume that
Therefore, k 1 (λ, ∂) = k 1 (∂) = 0. By comparing the degree of µ in (27), we can obtain that the degree of ∂ in k 2 (λ, ∂) is 0. In addition, it can be obtained that the degree of λ in k 2 (λ, ∂) is 0, by comparing the degree of µ in (25) . So, assume that k 2 (λ, ∂) = k 2 , where k 2 ∈ C.
Putting it into (23), one can obtain that k 2 ((a − 1)λ + b) = 0, i.e. k 2 = 0. Consequently,
Therefore,
. Taking it into (23), we obtain
By comparing the degree of λ in (70), one can get that the degree of ∂ in p(∂) is smaller than 2. Therefore, assume that p(∂) = p 0 + p 1 ∂, where p 0 , p 1 ∈ C. Plugging it into (70), we obtain
Therefore, p 0 = −cd 0 and
Setting λ = 0 in (72), one can get k 1 (µ, ∂) = −d 2 0 (µ + ∂ + c). Substituting k 1 (λ, ∂) and k 2 (λ, ∂) into (30) and (31) respectively, we have d 0 = 0. Therefore,
According to the results in Subcase c1 and Subcase c2, we obtain this lemma.
Finally, we will consider Case (C) when b = 0.
Lemma 3.6. In Case (C) in Lemma 3.1, when b = 0, we have the following results:
Proof. When b = 0, taking ∂ = 0 in (65), we have
Therefore, λ + c can divide
. Thus, we get
According to (28) and (74),
Taking it into (20) and after some computations, we can obtain
Obviously, h(λ) = 0 is a solution of (76). Assume that h(λ) = 
Then by (66), we get h 1 (−∂, ∂) = 0. Substituting (74) into (81), we can obtain
Subcase c3: m = 4, a = 5 and h 4 = 0. According to (82), one can get
Taking h(λ) = 4 i=0 h i λ i into (83), and by comparing the coefficients of ∂ 5 in (83), we can have h 4 = 0. Therefore, we get a contradiction. As a result, this case does not hold.
Subcase c4: m = 3, a = 4 and h 3 = 0. By (82), we obtain
Taking h(λ) = 3 i=0 h i λ i into (84), and by comparing the coefficients of ∂ 4 , one can get h 3 = 0. It contradicts to our assumption. Therefore, this case does not hold.
Subcase c5: m = 2, a = 2 and h 2 = 0. By (82), we have
Plugging h(λ) = 2 i=0 h i λ i into (85), and by comparing the coefficients of constant term, ∂, and ∂ 2 , we can obtain that h 0 = 0 and h 1 = ch 2 , i.e. h(λ) = h 2 (cλ + λ 2 ). Substituting it into (74), one can obtain
Therefore, h 1 (λ, ∂) = 0 and c = 0. By (28), g 1 (λ, ∂) = 0. By comparing the coefficients of λ in (24), we can assume that k 1 (λ, ∂) = k 1 (∂), Then, according to (22) , one can obtain
Consequently, k 1 (λ, ∂) = k 1 (∂) = 0. Because (23), (25) and (22), (24) are the same, we can get k 2 (λ, ∂) = 0 in a similar way. Therefore, we obtain Case (C2) with a = 2. Subcase c6: m = 2, a = 3 and h 2 = 0. By (82), one can get
Taking h(λ) = 2 i=0 h i λ i into (88) and comparing the coefficients of constant term, ∂ and ∂ 2 , we can get that h 0 = 0 and h 1 = ch 2 , i.e. h(λ) = h 2 (cλ + λ 2 ). Substituting it into (74), we get h 1 (λ, ∂) = h 2 (λ + ∂)(λ + ∂ + c). By (28), we have g 1 (λ, ∂) = h 2 λ(λ − c). Then it is easy to check that (18) and (20) hold. By (25) ,
By comparing the degree of λ in (90), it is easy to see that the degree of p(∂) is smaller than 3. Therefore, assume that p(∂) = p 0 + p 1 ∂ + p 2 ∂ 2 . Substituting it into (90), and by comparing the coefficients of λ 3 , we get p 2 = −h 2 . By comparing the coefficients of λ 2 ∂, we can get h 2 = 0. So, we get a contradiction. Therefore, this case does not hold. Subcase c7: m ≤ 1. Putting h(λ) = h 0 + h 1 λ into (74), we get
Then we can give a discussion about whether h 1 is equal to 0. When
, we can discuss the following cases: a = 1, h 0 = 0; a = 0, h 0 = ch 1 and c = 0, h 0 = 0.
When c = 0 and h 0 = 0, by (91), we have h 1 (λ, ∂) = ah 1 (λ + ∂). Taking it into (65), we can obtain a(a − 1)h 1 λ = 0. Consequently, a = 0 or a = 1. Therefore, this case when a = 0 can be merged into the case when a = 0 and h 0 = ch 1 , and this case when a = 1 can be merged into the case when a = 1 and h 0 = 0.
When a = 1 and h 0 = 0, by (91), h 1 (λ, ∂) = h 1 (λ + ∂). According to (28), we get g 1 (λ, ∂) = −h 1 λ. Then it is easy to check that (65) and (20) hold. Setting ∂ = 0 in (25), we can obtain
Therefore, according to (92), we can assume that
Taking it into (92), we obtain h 1 (λ + µ) + k 1 (λ + µ + c) = 0. Thus, k 1 = −h 1 and c = 0. Setting ∂ = 0 in (30), and substituting k 2 (λ) = k 0 − h 1 λ into it, one can get h 1 = 0. We get a contradiction. Therefore, this case does not hold. When a = 0 and h 0 = ch 1 , by (91), we get h 1 (λ, ∂) = 0. When h 1 = 0, according to (91), we also get h 1 (λ, ∂) = 0. Therefore, we can discuss the two cases together.
When b = 0, h 1 (λ, ∂) = 0. By (28), g 1 (λ, ∂) = 0. Then (65) and (20) hold. By comparing the degree of λ in (24), we can get that the degree of λ in k 1 (λ, ∂) is 0. Therefore, set k 1 (λ, ∂) = k 1 (∂). Substituting it into (22), we have
Therefore, we get that
By comparing the degree of λ in (25), we can get that the degree of λ in
Therefore, k 2 (λ, ∂) = 0 or when a = 1, k 2 (λ, ∂) = k 2 , where k 2 ∈ C. In addition, by (27) , k 1 (λ, ∂) = 0. Therefore, in this case, we have Case (C2) and Case (C3). It is easy to check that in the two cases, (18)- (31) hold. The proof is finished. 
where c ∈ C; (2)
where c ∈ C\{0};
where c ∈ C. When b = 0, all compatible left-symmetric conformal algebraic structures over W(1, b) such that C[∂]L is a left-symmetric conformal subalgebra are as follows: Case (1) when a = 1, Case (2) when a = 1, Case (3) when a = 1, and (4)
where 
where k 2 ∈ C\{0};
where c, h 1 ∈ C\{0}, k 2 ∈ C; (9)
where h 1 , k 1 ∈ C\{0}; (10)
where c ∈ C\{0}, (k 1 , k 2 ) ∈ C 2 \(0, 0); (11)
where c ∈ C, k 2 ∈ C\{0}.
Proof. This theorem can be directly obtained by Lemma 3.2, Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.4, Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.6.
Corollary 3.8. Coeff(W(a, b) ) has the following compatible left-symmetric algebraic structures:
L m • W n = ((a − 1)(m + 1) − (n + 1))W m+n + bW m+n+1 , W m • W n = 0,
where c ∈ C; 
where c ∈ C\{0}; 
where c ∈ C. Coeff(W (1, b) ) also has the following compatible left-symmetric algebraic structures (4)
where k 1 = 0.
In particular, when b = 0, there also exist the following compatible left-symmetric algebraic structures on Coeff(W (1, b) 
where d = 0.
Moreover, there also exist the following compatible left-symmetric algebraic structures on Coeff(W(1, 0)):
where c, h 1 ∈ C\{0}, k 2 ∈ C;
where c ∈ C\{0}, (k 1 , k 2 ) ∈ C 2 \(0, 0);
Proof. This corollary can be directly obtained by Theorem 3.7 and Proposition 2.4.
